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On the Non-Triviality of Some Kinds of Knots
By Hidetaka TERASAKA

In our earlier paper [6] we have introduced a union of knots as an
extension of the product of knots and proved among other things that a
union of non-trivial knots is always non-trivial. A new class of knots
with Alexander polynomial unity which Kinoshita introduced in the same
paper, was proved there to be non-trivial by using the theorem of
Bankwitz [3], [7], [4] that an irreducible alternating knot is non-trivial.
Now these two theorems referred to have to all appearance geometric
character and purely geometric proofs have been desirable. The main
purpose of the present paper is the presentation of geometric proofs of
the above theorem with some extensions. In § 1 is given a geometric
proof of the non-triviality of torus knots, as well as that of parallel knots,
in §2 that of doubled knots of Whitehead, which we have presented
here not for the sake of their novelty but for completeness, because
they were the starting point of the subsequent arguments. In the same
§ is given a rather lengthy proof of the theorem above mentioned that
a union of non-trivial knots is non-trivial in somewhat extended form,
and in § 3 is proved a theorem giving sufficient conditions to determine
from the projections of knots alone whether these are non-trivial. The
rest of the paper is devoted to some applications of this theorem and
among others a new kind of knots, called semi-alternating knots, is
introduced as a generalization of irreducible alternating knots and proved
that semi-alternating knots are always non-trivial (Theorem 6).
§ 1.

Torus Knots and Parallel Knots.

The following considerations are based upon the semi-linear point of
view.
1. Let KO be a given knot, let T be a torus, i.e. a closed polyhedral
surface of genus 1, with KO as its core, and let T be the full torus
bounded by T. Span the knot KO with a polyhedral surface F such that
the intersection Fr\ T of F with the full torus T forms a ring bounded
by fc0 and a closed line, i.e. a simple closed polygonal line, ξ0 = Fr\T on
the torus. ξ0 is then a basic longitude of T. Let 970 be another closed
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line on T intersecting ξ0 in a single point O, and bounding a disk H
within T. ηQ is then a basic meridian of T. Let H* be a disk obtained
from H by adjoining outside T a ring bounded by ??0 and a closed line
9;0* surrounding T. The longitudes and the meridians on T may be
obtained by mapping T homeomorphically onto an ordinary geometric
torus by making correspond ξQ and η^ to a longitude and a meridian of
the latter and by re-mapping onto T.
A closed line on T will be said to be trivial, if it bounds a simply
connected domain on T. It is an easy matter to show that if a closed
line λ is not trivial, then λ can be isotopically deformed either to ξQ or
to ηQ or to a closed line which intersects each longitude and meridian
always in the same direction. A closed line of this latter type as well
as a longitude and a meridian λ* will be said to be in normal position.
If / and m denote the numbers of times the line λ* cuts ηQ (or H*) and
£0 (or F) respectively, then

/ = L(\ η$) ,

m = L(λ, O ,

where L(a, b) denotes in general the linking number of closed curves a
and b. Then we can set symbolically

/=/(λ) will be called the rotation-number and m=m(λ) the twisting
number, of λ.
Deforming a closed line on T into its normal position, we see
Lemma 1. // the rotation- or the twisting-number of a closed line
λ c T is zero, then λ is either isotopic to ξ0 or to ηQ or trivial on T.
If a closed line λ bounds a disk inside or outside T, then at least
one of L(\ η0) and L(\ ξ0) must be 0, and by virtue of Lemma 1 we
have
Lemma 2. // a closed line λ c T bounds a disk lying wholly inside or
wholly outside T except along λ, then λ is either isotopic to ξ0 or to η^
or trivial on T.
2. Let M be a polyhedron, i.e. a closed polyhedral surface, and let
K be a trivial knot bounding a disk F: F=f(E), κ=f(E), where E is a
standard disk, E its boundary and / a homeomorphism. If F is taken
in general position in E3, then the intersection Fr\M consists
(i) of at most a finite number of disjoint closed lines if F is disjoint from M,
(ii) of closed lines, if any, and arcs, i.e. a simple polygonal line,
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joining two intersection-points of κr\M, all disjoint from one another, if
fc has a finite number of points in common with M,
(iii) of closed lines and arcs joining points of K, disjoint from one
another, if K lies wholly on M.
We shall call such closed lines and arcs intersection-polygons and
intersection-arcs.
The inverse images on E of a point set of Fr\ T will be called briefly
its trace, thus the inverse images of intersection-polygons and intersection arcs are called trace-polygons and trace-arcs. A minimal polygon is a
trace-polygon such that it contains no other traces in its interior. A
minimal arc is a trace-arc such that it bounds together with an arc of
the boundary E of E a domain, a minimal domain, containing no other
traces.
•
3. Lemma 3. If a and β are disjoint closed lines on a torus T,
then either one of them is trivial on T or a and β are isotopic to each
other: a^β.
Proof. Let a and β be neither isotopic to ξ0 nor to ηQ nor trivial.
Put oi in normal position #*. Then by suitable modifications of β we
can put it in normal position β* without changing α*. Then evidently
a*^β* and so
<*« β.

4. Torus knots. A torus knot is a closed line lying on an unknotted torus. Then we have
Theorem l.υ A torus knot is non-trivial, if and only if the rotationand twisting-numbers are at least 2 in absolute value.
Proof. Let K be a torus knot on T, let /(«) = /, m(κ) = m, 1/12^2 and
|w|2g2. Supposing the contrary let /c bound a disk F: F=f(E), κ=f(E),
where E is the standard disk, E the circumference of E and / a homeomorphism. In the course of our proof we denote by the same letter F
and / disks and homeomorphisms resulting from modifications of the
original F and /.
Supposing that F is in general position, the intersection Fr\ T of F
with T consists other than K of disjoint closed lines Π, and arcs Γy
joining points of /c.
1) Let TTf be the trace, i.e. the inverse image of Π,-. Let τr1 be a
minimal polygon, i.e. one of these τr/s such that there is no other τrz1)

First proved geometrically by L. Antoine
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in the interior of τelt Then the image f(g) of the closed domain g
bounded by τrί is a disk spanning Ii{ outside or inside T, and consequently the linking number of Π^ either with £0 or with ηQ is equal
to zero and therefore Π^ is isotopic to ξ0 or to η0 or bounds a simply
connected domain on T. But since Π^ is disjoint from /c, whose rotationand twisting-numbers are greater than 1 in absolute values, the former
two cases cannot occur by Lemma 3, and f(π^
must bound a simply connected domain G. Then
if we cut off the disk F by G and spanning again
the intersection with a smaller disk or disks
suitably and then detaching them from T, we
obtain a new disk F which has no more intersection with T in the neighbourhood of G. By
successive modifications of F of this kind we can•
make disappear all intersection-polygons of Fr\ T
which
are trivial on T (Cf. Fox [5], Schubert
Fig, 1.
[8]).
2) Let j j be the trace of Γ y , and let j1 be a minimal arc, i.e. one
of these trace-arcs such that there is no other traces within the domain
g bounded by rγl and by an arc ab of the circumference E. Then
Γ
ι+/(0δ) =Γ bounds a disk lying wholly outside or inside T, and therefore
by Lemma 3 the following three cases can occur:
(i) Γ is trivial. In this case we can get rid of such an intersection
I\ by a suitable modification of F.
(ii) Γ is isotopic to a longitude. Bring Γ to ξ0 by a homeomorphism
h of T onto itself. Then if Γ lies on the same side of K in the neighbourhood of the endpoints A=f(a) and B=f(b), the intersection number
of h(κ) and ξQ is to be counted as 0, contradicting the assumption on K.
If Γ lies on the opposite side of /c in the neighbourhood of A and B,
then the intersection number of h(κ) with £0 is to be counted as ±1,
contradicting again the assumption on K. Thus this case cannot occur
actually.
B=f(b)

f(ab)

f(ab),
Fig. 2.
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(iii) Γ is isotopic to a meridian. This case cannot occur by the
same reason as (ii).
By the repetition of the procedure of (i) we can get rid of all
intersections of Fr\ T other than K itself. Then K comes to bound a disk
F lying wholly inside or outside T, which contradicts again the assumption on ιc that the rotation- and twisting-number of K. are ^2 in absolute
value. This completes the proof of the theorem.
5. Parallel knots.
closed line K on T with
parallel knot of KO. If
will be called an I-fold

Let T be a full torus with the core /c 0 . Any
the rotation-number different from 0 is called a
/^l denotes the rotation-number of /c, then K
parallel knot of KO.

Theorem 2. Every parallel knot of a non-trivial knot is non-trivial.
Proof. Suppose again that a parallel knot K of KO is trivial and
suppose that K bounds a disk F. As in the proof of Theorem 1, the
intersection FA T consists other than K of disjoint inter section-polygons
Πz and intersection-arcs Γy joining points of K. Then let the traces of
Π, and Γy on E be τci and γy respectively.
1) Let τfί be a minimal polygon. Then, denoting by g the domain
bounded by τe19 since Π1=/(τr1) bounds the disk f(g) lying wholly outside or inside T, Πj. is isomorphic either to ξ0 or to ^0 or trivial. Then:
(i) Since ξ0 is isotopic to the core KO, ξ0 is a non-trivial knot by
hypothesis. Then ΊI19 being a trivial knot, cannot be isotopic to ίr0.
(ii) If H! is isotopic to η0, then by Lemma 3 K must be isotopic to
<η0, which is impossible.
(iii) If H! is trivial on T, then this intersection can be made to
disappear by a suitable modification of F.
By the repetition of the modifications of the kind (iii) we obtain a
disk F such that Fr\ T consists other than K at most of intersection-arcs
Γy joining points of K.
The rest of the reasoning runs quite parallel to that of the second
half of the proof of Theorem 1, and our proof is complete.
§ 2. Linked Sum of Knots
6. Let a knot K meet a sphere S in 4 different points A, B, C, D in
this order on /c, and let the arcs AB, CD be inside S and AD, BC outside.
Let K be trivial and let F be a disk bounded by /c: F=f(E), where E is
a standard disk.
Then, there are two cases to be considered.
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(i) Intersection-arcs Γ^ and ΓCD of Fr\S join A, B and C, D respectively. Let rγab and γcd be their traces. In this case, if ab and cd
denote the disjoint arcs of E, the images of the closed regions bounded
by Ύab^ab and jcd\Jcd are disjoint disks bounding Fabr\AB and Γ CD vCZλ
If there are no trace-polygons, these disks are totally inside S. If on
the other hand there are trace-polygons, we can get rid by the known
modifications of all those minimal polygons whose images do not separate
the inter section-arcs Γ^ and ΓCD. Therefore let γ be a minimal polygon,
whose image /(γ) separates FAB and ΓCD on S. Then if g denotes the
closed region bounded by γ, f(g) divides S into two spheres S' and S",
of which S' contains AB and S" contains CD. The image of the closed
region bounded by γ α &vy#δ, which spans Γ^vAB, can again be modified
(cf. e.g. [6], p. 136, proof of Lemma 1.) so that it has no intersection
with S' other than FAB.
Similarly for Γ C D wCD; and so ?AB\jAB and Γ CD wCD bound disjoint
disks inside S.
(ii) If intersection-arcs ΓAD and Γ5C join A, D and B, C respectively,
their traces γad and <γbc on E bound with the arcs ab and cd of E a
closed region g, whose image f(g)

CDV/ΓΛO.

is a disk bounded by ABv/Γ βc u

We have thus proved the following
Lemma 4. Let a knot K meet a sphere S in 4 different points A, B,
C, D in this order on K, and let the arcs AB, CD of re be inside S and
AD, BC outside. In order that K be trivial, it is necessary that either (i)
there are disjoint arcs ΓAB and ΓCD joining A and B, C and D respectively on
S such that FAB\jAB and FCD\jCD bound disjoint disks in the interior of
S, or (ii) in general there are disjoint arcs ΓAD and Γ5C joining A and
D, B and C respectively on S such that these arcs together with AB and
CD form a trivial knot.
7. Linked sum.
Now we are going to define a linked sum of knots.
Divide a full torus T by 4 disjoint disks bounded by meridians of
the torus T in the interior of T into 4 cells, named the 1st knot chamber
/, the 2nd knot chamber II, the junction chamber ], and the linkage chamber
L, where / and // separate / and L. The disks will be called walls and
denoted by WJ9W'J9 WL and W'L.
The 1st knot K consists of a segment AD in the interior of the wall
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Wj, a segment BC in the interior of WL9 and the arcs AB and CD
f
running in the interior of I except for their endpoints. The 2nd knot κ
consists likewise of segments AD' and B'C' respectively in the interior
of Wj and WL and of the arcs A!B' and C'Ό' running inside //. Suppose
f
further that the segments AA and
DD' lie wholly in the junction chamW
ber / except for their endpoints and
make together with AD and AD' the
sides of a rectangle. Join next the
endpoints 5, C and £', C of the
f
segments BC and B'C by arcs BC
and B'C' respectively in the interior
of the linkage chamber L such that
BC\JBC and B'C'\J B'C' link each
other non-trivially, that is, that
Linking condition : BC\JBC and
B'C'\jBfCr do not bound any disjoint
W
disks.
1

Then we call the knot

*" =

Fi

s

3

ABvBCvCDvDD'vD'C'vC'B'vBΆ'vAΆ

a linked sum (of 1st order) of K and *Λ
Our next purpose is to show that a linked sum K," is non-trivial
under certain conditions. Therefore, if the linking of BC and B'C' in
the linkage chamber L is taken from the beginning so to speak strongly
enough to ensure that there can be no arcs joining B and B'', C and C'
respectively on the boundary of L forming together with BC and B'C'
a trivial knot, then the resulting linked sum K" is as will be seen by
Lemma 4 certainly non-trivial and nothing needs to be further proved.
A true difficulty, if any, arises for the first time only when the linking
is a weak one.
The simplest type of the linked sum was introduced in [6] under the
name of a union: the linking BC and B'C' being a simple 2n times
twisting. Theorem 4 below is an extension of Theorem 1 [6], p. 141,
and a geometric proof will soon be given. Here some remarks concerning
unions of knots may be added. A linked sum, even a union of knots,
is not uniquely determined from the types of the original knots. The
inverse of the union-making is not also unique and two different pairs
of knots may give one and the same knots as their union: the knots of
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11 crossings with Alexander polynominal unity introduced in [6], p.
151, given by S. Kinoshita, is represented there by a union of ( — )63
and ( + ) 3 1 with winding number 2,
but it can also be represented by a
union of ( — )62 and ί + JSj. Nothing
beyond this example is known up to
present concerning the factorization
by union.
One more remark should be added here about a linked sum. The
Fig. 4.
torus of the linked sum, that is the
torus in which the linked sum is defined, may be trivial or not. But
if the torus itself is non-trivial, that is, if the core of the torus is a
non-trivial knot, then the situation is simpler and we have the following
extension of a theorem of J. H. C. Whitehead on doubled knots [9] :
Theorem 3. A linked sum of two knots, trivial or not, is always
non-trivial, provided the torus of the linked sum itself is non-trivial.
Proof. Supposing the contrary let F be a disk bounded by the linked
sum /e" of K, and κ \ F=f(E), where E is a standard disk.
1} We assert first that F intersects T\ for otherwise there would
be intersection-arcs Γ and Γ' of F and the walls WL and W'L joining B
and C, B' and C respectively on themselves, whose traces γ and 7' on
E bound with arcs be and Vc1 of E two disjoint domains. But then the
images of the closure of these domains would be bounded by £?CwΓ and
JS'C'wΓ' that link each other by hypothesis, which is a contradiction.
2} By the known modifications of F we can make disappear all
intersection-polygons of Fr\ f which are trivial.
3) Fr\ T does not contain any intersection-polygon which is isotopic
to a meridian for otherwise all intersection-polygons Πz of Fr\ T would
be by Lemma 3 isotopic to a meridian. Let τrz be their traces and let
τr1 be a minimal polygon, g its interior. Then f(g) would be a disk
cutting T into a spherical domain which contains K," in its interior.
Then K," would bound a disk inside T, contrary to what we have proved
in 1).
>
4) Each intersection-polygon Πf of Fr\ T must have therefore a
rotation-number different from 0, and Π, must be a parallel knot of the
core KO of the torus T. But if τrί is a minimal polygon on E with its
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interior g, then Π^ would bound a disk /(g), which is impossible by
Theorem 2.
The proof of Theorem 3 is thus complete.
8. We are now going to prove the following linked sum theorem :
Theorem 4. Any linked sum of non-trivial knots is always non-trivial.
Proof. Let κ!f be a linked sum of non-trivial knots K and /c'. By
virtue of the foregoing Theorem 3 we are only to prove the theorem
when the torus of the linked sum T is an ordinary trivial one. Now
supposing the contrary let κ>" be trivial and let &" bounds a disk
F: F=f(E), where E is again a standard disk. Then the following 1),
2) and 3) are already proved in the proof of Theorem 3.
1) The intersection Fr\ T is not empty.
2) No trivial
intersection-polygon may be supposed to appear.
•
3) Fr\ T does not contain any intersection-polygon which is isotopic
to a meridian.
4) Now let Λ f (ί=l, 2, ••• , N) be the system of intersection-polygons
making up Fr\T9 and let \ί=f~1(Ai) be their traces on E. Let λx be a
minimal polygon (cf. 2.), g its interior. Then the disk f(g) must lie
wholly inside or wholly outside T except along Λj but since the former
occurrence is excluded by 2) and 3), f(g) must be a disk bounded by Λ A
outside T and consequently the linking number of ^ with the core KO
of T is zero and Λ1 turns out to be isotopic to a longitude of T (Lemma
1). Then, since all Λ, (/ = !, 2, ••• , N) are disjoint and non-trivial, they
must all be isotopic to a longitude (Lemma 3).
Bring Λ z (&"=!, 2, ••• , N) by a modification of F to such positions
that they are each equal to a longitude.
5) Consider next the intersection of F with the walls.
(i) First of all we notice that on the wall Wj of the junction
chamber / the point A and D are not joined by any arc Γ of Fr\ Wj
for otherwise the trace f~1(Γ) = <y of Γ would then join the points f ~ 1 ( A ) = a
and f~1(D) = d within E and the image of the simply connected domain
bounded by ab\jbc\ucd\Jj, where b and c are the traces of B and C,
would span the knot AB\jBC\jCD\jY, contrary to the non-triviality
of K.
B and C are not joined also by any arc of F\jWL on the wall WL
of the linkage chamber L; for if an arc Γ of F\jWL joins B and C on
l
WL, then the map of the disk bounded by f~ φ\jBC) would span Γw£C
and have no point in common with B'C'vB'C', contrary to the linking
condition (p. 119) of the linked sum.
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Similarly for the rest of the walls.
(ii) If intersection-polygons appear in the intersections of F with
the walls, make it disappear by suitable modifications of F.
(iii) Now let W be one of the walls. If Γ is an arc of Fr\W
dividing W into two parts such that one of these, say G, contains no
other intersection-arc of Fr\W in its interior, then by replacing a small
portion P of F containing Γ by a disk Q, which together with P encloses
G in the interior, we can obtain a new F which no more intersects W
along Γ but intersects T along a new polygon which is trivial on T.
Make a further modification of F so that this last polygon disappear.
Note that by this modification of F the number of intersection-polygons
of Fr\ T diminishes, the rest of the intersection-polygons of Fr\ T still
remaining in their positions as longitudes. If by this modification of F
new polygons happen to appear as the intersections of F with the walls,
make them disappear by further modifications of F.
(iv) The cyclical repetitions of these processes in this order come
to an end when:
Fr\ Wj consists of a group of disjoint intersection-arcs with endpoints
on the boundary Wj of W7 and of the pair of arcs AAl and DDλ joining
A and D in the interior of Wj
to points AI and D1 on Wf respectively, each of the former arcs
separating the latter pair
Fr\ WL consists of a group of
disjoint arcs with endpoints on the
boundary WL of WL and of the
Wj
WL
pair of arc BB and CC joining B
Fig. 5.

1

1

and C with endpoints Bί and C1
on WL respectively, each of the former arcs separating the latter pair.
Similarly for Fr\W'j and Fr\W'L.
(v) Finally let Λ, be the system of longitudes making up Fr\Ty
and λf their traces. Let {λ, /} be all of such a λ, that is not contained
in another λ y . Span Λ, / outside T with disks ZV disjoint from one
another, and substitute each of /(gy), where gy denotes the domain
bounded by λ /, by A' By this modification of F we obtain a new disk
F bounded by κ>" which has all the properties of (iv) plus the property
that the traces of Fr\ T are polygons lying outside one another. We
denote these trace-polygons again by λ, (/ = !, 2, ••• ,N), without dashes.
Ai=f(λ,i) are then the longitudes constituting the whole intersections
Fr\f.
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6) After we have thus put F in normal position we shall now pay
attention to the intersection of F with the whole boundary of each
chamber. It will be described schematically by the use of diagrams.
The intersection Fr\j looks like this:
(i) Let Wj be represented by the semicircular domain bounded by
the diameter PQ and the semi-circumference PRQ, which should be
identified to a point. N semicircles with centres A, and A and segments

Q'

Fig. 7.

AA, and DD, represent then the intersection Fr\Wj. Likewise the semicircular domain bounded by the diameter P'Q' and the semi-circumference
P'R'Q' represent the wall W'Jt where the semi-circumference P'R'Q' is
identified to a point, and N semicircles with centres A{ and D[ and
segments AΆ{, D'D{ represent the intersection Fr\ Wj. The rectangle
PQQ'P', the sides PP' and QQ' being identified, represents the cylindrical
surface j-Wj-W}, and AT parallel segments joining endpoints of semicircles represent the intersection FA/which are subarcs of the longitudes
l\-l.

Certain connected successions of semicircles and parallel segments
form a simple closed curve or an arc, which we call an F-ttne. Then
there are three cases to be considered.
a)
joins D
b)
c)

An /Mine F(A, A') joins A and A' and another one F(D D')
and D'.
'
An F-line joins A and D' and another one joins D and A'.
An F-line joins A and D and another one joins A' and D'.
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Referring to the standard disk E we see that the cases b) and c)
cannot occur for let ay by c, d and a'y b'y c' y df be the traces of A, B, Cy D
and A', B', C', Dr. Then if b) occurs, a and d' as well as a' and d are
to be joined by disjoint arcs in Ey which is impossible. And if c) occurs,
then the trace 7 of an F-line would join a and d in Ey showing that a
disk would bound the closed line AB\jBC\jCD\jf(<γ)y
which is impossible,
since this is the product of knots one of which is the non-trivial knot
fcy therefore non-trivial.
Thus only the case a) can occur.
Now let the F-line F(Ay A) joining A and A contains n parallel
segments. Then the F-line running closest to F(Ay A) must either be
the F-line F(Dy Df) joining D and Df containing n parallel segments or
a closed F-line containing 2n parallel segments. In the latter case there
can still be other F-lines, and in general the system of all F-lines consists of open F-lines F(Ay A) and F(Dy Df)y both containing n parallel
segments, and of closed F-lines containing 2n parallel segments, where
n is an odd number. (See Fig. 6)
(ii) Similarly for the intersection F A / of F with the boundary /
of the 1st knot chamber /, and we see :
a) An open F-line F(Ay B) joins A and B and another one F(C, D)
joins C and D. They both contain m parallel segments, where m is an
odd number. The remaining F-lines, if any, are closed and contain each
2m parallel segments.
b) The case that an F-line joins A and C and another one joins
B and D cannot occur as seen by referring to the standard disk E.
c) If an F-line joins A and D and another one joins B and C, then,
referring again to E we see that by c would then be joined in E by an
arc 7 and so the image of the closed region bounded by the arc be of
E and by 7 would be a disk spanning BC\jf(γ)y

where f(γ) is an arc of

/, thus BC would be isotopically deformable to an arc of / without
having any point in common with B'C during the deformation, contradicting the linking condition.
Thus the case a) can only occur.
(iii) The situation is the same for the intersection FA// as in the
case of / and the following takes place:
a) An F-line F(Afy B') joins A and B' and another one F(C', D')
joins C' and D1'. Both of these F-lines contain m' parallel segments,
where m' is an odd number. The remaining closed F-lines contain each
2nΐ parallel segments.
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(iv) As regards the intersection Fr\L of F with the boundary L of
the linkage chamber L, it is of no consequence in the following argument
to determine whether B and C or B and B' are joined by an F-line.
f
At any rate the two open /Mines contain both n parallel segments and
r
all the closed ones contain each 2n parallel segments.
7) We have had until now several occasions of referring to the
standard disk E and to traces of the intersections of F of several kinds
to infer some or other consequences from them. Now let us have a full
view of all the traces of the intersections of F with the boundaries of
four chambers by naming it a chart of F.
In our chart there are first of all N polygons λ, (ί=l, 2, ••• , N)
representing the traces of the longitudes Λ, , that is, the intersection
Fr\ T. Since a longitude meets exactly four walls WJ9 WLy W'Jy W'L, there
emerge from each λ, four arcs, of which two consecutive arcs, called
J~arcs, correspond to arcs on the walls WJ9 Wj of the junction chamber
/ and two other consecutive arcs, called L-arcs, correspond to arcs of
the walls WL, W'L of the linkage chamber L. The traces ay b, c, d, and
a!, b'y cf, d' of the points A, By C, D and A!, B>', C, D' of *" are joined
correspondingly by arcs to λ's. Thus the standard disk E is divided by
these traces into regions, /-, L-, /-, Π-regions, and to Λ-regions.

To explain by way of example, thickened lines aaly a'a{, etc. represent traces of the intersections FA Wf and dotted lines those of
Fr\WL. Each region is marked with the corresponding letter.
Now draw this kind of chart on the northern hemisphere of a sphere
S, taking the equator as Z?, and draw the chart symmetric to it on the
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southern hemisphere. Letting shrink each λf to
a point and deleting the equatorial line, we have
a linear graph Φ on S: at each vertex meet four
edges, and four polygons with 2n, 2m, 2ri and
2m' sides respectively meet there in this cyclic
order corresponding to /-, /-, L- and //-regions,
where n, m, m' are odd numbers. If Φ is not
connected let Φ* be an arbitrary component of
it and let NJ9 NL, NI9 NH be the numbers of
Fig. 9.
/-, L-, /-, //-polygons of Φ* corresponding to
/-, L-, /-, and //-regions. If NQ, N, and N2 denote the numbers of
vertices, edges and polygons of the subgraph Φ*, we have as easily be
seen the following relations:
(1)
(2)
(3)
(4)
(5)
From (1) and (5) we

4^=2^
2nNj+2n'NL=N,
2mNIΛ-2m/NII= N,
Nj+Nt+Nz + Nn^N,
N0-Nl-\-N2=2 (Euler relation)
have

and substituting in (2), (3), (4) we have
(20
(30
(40

(Nj+NL) + (Nz+ Nπ) = NQJΓ2

8) We are going to determine by the help of the chart the values
of m, rri', n and n''.
(i) Let m=m'=l. (Fig. 10 illustrates this imaginary occurrence.
Note that 2 disjoint cylindrical surfaces can be spanned inside / to 2
pairs of closed lines AA^B, F.F.F.F, and CC^AA E,E2E,E,.) Then
/- and //-regions are bounded by a
/-arc, an L-arc and two longitudes.
If one of them, say g9 is a /-region
and contains no further traces, then
f(g) spans a closed F-line inside the
chamber / and divides it into two
spheres, /' and /". Let gf and g" be
the /-regions adjacent to the arcs
ab and cd of E then f(g') is a disk
spanning AB\jF(A, B), where F(A9 B)

Fi

£
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is the F-line joining A and B on the boundary /. Let AB\jF(A, B)
belong to Γ. Then, since /' is a sphere, we can modify if necessary so
that the disk becomes wholly inside Γ except along F(A, B). Now by
the nature of an F-line the /Mine F(D, C) joining D and C on / cannot
belong to Γ but to Γ'', and CD\jF(Dy C) can be spanned with a disk
inside Γ by a modification of the disk f(g"). But then, since F(A, B)v
BC\jF(D,C)\jDA, where DA denotes an arc joining D and A on the
wall Wj having no point in common with AA^ and DD± of F(A, B) and
F(D, C), is clearly unknotted, the knot AB\jBC\JCD\JDA turns out to
be trivial, contrary to the hypothesis. Thus the supposition that a Iregion, and likewise a //-region, does not contain any other traces leads
to a contradiction.
But if every /-region and every //-region contains other traces, then
it must contain another /-region or //-region, which contains in turn
still another one, and so on ad infinitum, which is impossible. Thus
m=nΐ=\ is impossible, and we can assume that w^l, m'2^3, m (and
mf) being odd numbers.
(ii) Let w=l, w'2^3. Then in the connected subgraph Φ* each
//-polygon has 2w', that is, at least 6 vertices. But since at each vertex
of a graph appear cyclically /-, /-, L- and //-regions, there must be at
least 6 /-polygons which are two-sided. Therefore there are at least 6
/-polygon in each Φ*. Now, returning to the chart, every /-region g
bounded by a /-arc, an L-arc and two longitudes must contain, as we
have shown in (i), still another traces, and hence, according to the above
consideration on Φ*, g must contain still another /-region, and so on
ad infinitum, which is impossible.
Thus we must have m^3, m'2^3.
(iii) Let m^3, m'^>3, n = n'=\. Consider the connected subgraph
Φ* of Φ. Then (2') becomes in our case NJJτNL=Noy which, if substituted in (40, yields NI+NII=2y whence N!=NΠ=I. Therefore Φ* is
a closed chain of 2m Q^6) two-sided polygons. Thus, returning to.the
chart, a chain of L-, A- and /-regions appears separated from other
traces. It may happen that only a half of this chain appears on the
northern hemisphere of S, but there is at least one L-region g on the
chart, since m is ^3. Now if g does not contain any other traces, the
disk f(g) would span a closed F-line on the boundary of the linkage
chamber L inside L and separate L in two parts. But then, since B and
C is separated by the F- line on account of the nature of an F-line and
since B and C is joined by the arc BC of the linkage, the disk f(g)
would meet BCy which is impossible.
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Therefore every L-region contains some other traces, and hence
another chain of L-, Λ- and /-regions, which contains in turn still
another L region, and so on ad infinitum, which is again impossible.
Thus we must have mj>3, m'2>3, and n^3 or ri^2.
(iv) Let m^3, m'2^3 and n^3. If w'=l, then, substituting each
two-sided L-polygon of Φ* by a segment, we have a graph on a sphere,
dividing this into polygons with sides 2m, 2m', 2ny that is, at least equal
to 6. But this is as is well known impossible by the Euler relation. If
«' = 2, then, joining in each 4-sided L-polygon a point in the interior to
its 4 vertices by segments, and substituting 4 sides by these segments,
we obtain a graph which divides the sphere into polygons with sides at
least equal to 6, and this is again a contradiction. By the same reason
ri cannot be greater than 2.
Hence n^3 is proved to be impossible.
(v) Since by the same reason as in (iv) the case n=l, n'=3 is
excluded, there remains only the case n=l, ri=2 to be considered.
Shrinking each 4-sided L-polygon further to a point and substituting
each two-sided /-polygon by a segment, we obtain from Φ* a graph Φ**
dividing the sphere into m-sided /-polygons and m'-sided L-polygons
meeting two by two opposite to each other at vertices. Shrinking each
m'-sided L-polygon further to a point, we obtain finally a regular graph
φ*#* on the sphere dividing this into m-sided polygons, at each vertex
meeting mf of these polygons. Consequently, since m and m' are odd
numbers 2> 3, only the following three cases can occur:
a) m = 3 ,
b) m = 3 ,
c) m = 5 ,

nϊ = 3 ,
mf = 5 ,
m' = 3 .

a) m = m'=3. The graph Φ*** is given by the vertices and the
edges of a regular tetrahedron. We obtain the graph Φ** if we join
in each face of the tetrahedron the middle points of edges. Φ** is
therefore given by the vertices and edges of a regular octahedron. If
we bulge each vertex to a quadrangle, we get Φ*. It may happen that
there are further some "island" of graphs in some regions quite detached
from the "mainland", but they have no bearing to the following reasoning. It should be remarked also that even this chart itself is unnecessary
for the reasoning which immediately follows.
Under the hypothesis that m=m' = 3 let us examine the diagrams of
FA/" FA//, FA/ and Fr\L and deduce from it a contradiction.
To draw the diagram of FA/, let Al be placed at the left end.
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Then, since m=3, the F lines F(A, B), and F(C, D) contain each 3 parallel
segments:
F(A,B) = AA1X1X2XJC4B1B, F(C, D) = CC1Y1Y2Y3Y4D1D where A,X19 X2X3,
Xβly C^, Y2Y3y Y4D, are parallel segments and X,X2J X3X4, Y,Y2> Y3Y4
are circular arcs.
Here two cases occur (See Fig. 11).

Ii

Fig. 11.
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11. X4 lies on the right of X3. Then Ct and Dl must be the middle
points of X^X2 and X3X4 respectively.
12. X4 lies on the left of X3. Then B, and A are the middle points
of X^X2 and X3X4 respectively.
If the parallel segments are placed at equal distances, then between
each pair of consecutive segments A^X^ etc. already written there must
be p segments more, where p is the number of closed /Mines, making
together in all 6(p + l) = N parallel segments.
Similarly for the diagram F A / / : 1^ and II2.
Combining FA/ and FA//, taking into consideration n = \ on FA/,
we must have as the diagram of FA/! the forms written schematically
by l i X Π i , liXlL, I 2 xIIι or I 2 xII 2 , of which there are only two different
types as shown in Fig. 11. But they have either ri' = 1 or «' = 3, contradicting our hypothesis that ri = 2.
Thus a) does not occur actually.
b) If m = 3 and m' = 5 or m = 5 and m' = 3, Φ*** is given by a
regular dodecahedron or by a regular icosahedron and Φ** is given by
a semi-regular polyhedron with 12 pentagons and 20 triangles meeting
two by two at vertices, and can by no means be cut by any plane into
two symmetric parts, the plane having interior points in common with
only one pair of edges. But this would have been necessary in order
that Φ** yield a chart of F.
These contradictions complete the proof of our Theorem.
§ 3. Semi-Alternating Knots

The objects of this section is to obtain sufficient conditions to decide
from the projection of a knot K, alone whether K, is non-trivial.
9. By a closed surface M of genus g in normal position we mean
the sum of two polyhedral surfaces, an over-surface and an under-surface,
bounded by g +1 polygons C 0 , Cly ••• , Cg, on the ground plane F 2 , lying
outside one another except C0 which encloses the other. The over- and
the under-surface are supposed to be in one-to-one correspondence with
the planar domain bounded by C 0 , Cly ••• , Cg by the orthogonal projection.
We call C 0 , C19 ••• , Cg the horizontal sections of M and the splitting of
the surface M into the over- and under-surface a horizontal division.
Sometimes we consider also an unbounded surface M all whose horizontal
sections C 0 , C19 ••• , Cg lie outside one another without exception. Naturally there is no essential difference between these two types of surfaces.
Throughout the rest of the paper M denotes always a closed surface
in normal position.
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Side by side with the horizontal division into over- and under-surface,
we make use dually of the vertical division: Let ab be an arc, i.e. a
polygonal line, joining a point a of C, and a point b of Cy of the horizontal
sections on the ground plane E2, otherwise disjoint from all horizontal
sections. The polygon on M whose projection coincides with ab will be
called a vertical section. A vertical division of M is a splitting of M into
a finite number of "perforated spheres" with suitable disjoint vertical
sections CJ, Cί, ••• , C*/.
In either division, each of the splitted sub-surfaces will be called a
component of M.
The following definitions are equally applicable to both divisions.
A transversal arc, or briefly a cross-cut, is an arc joining points of
two different sections and lying wholly on a component. A regressive
arc, or an end-cut, is an arc lying on a component and joining two
different points on the same section, but not isotopic to an arc of the
section. Cross-cut and end-cut will be called irreducible arcs.
Aclosed line on M that is either contained in a component—then it
is called a loop—or composed of irreducible arcs lying alternatingly or
consecutively on different components of M will be called a closed line in
reduced form or simply a reduced closed line. If a given closed line λ
on M meets a section in two points a and b such that the arc ab of λ
bounds together with the arc γ of the section a simply connected domain
on the component, then taking points a' and V on the prolongation of
ab and substituting the arc a'bf of λ by a suitable arc in the next component, we can obtain a new closed line isotopic to λ and having fewer
points in common with the sections. By this reduction we can reduce
any closed line on M isotopically to a closed line in reduced form.
Then we have the following
Lemma 5. Every closed line λ on M which bounds a disk outside
{inside'} M is either isotopic to a loop contained in a component of the
horizontal \_vertical~\ division or to a reduced closed line containing at least
two end-cuts of the horizontal \_verticaΓ\ division.
Proof. It will suffice to prove the lemma for the horizontal divison.
If a closed line on M bounds a disk outside M, then its reduced
form will also bounds a disk outside M. We assume therefore λ to be
in a reduced form, different from a loop. Let F be the disk spanning
λ outside M\F=f(E).
If D{ (ι = 0,1, -•• , g) denotes for l^i^g the
planar domain bounded by C, and for i = 0 the domain outside C 0 , then
Fcan be modified if necessary so that all the intersections Fr\D{ consist
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only of intersection-arcs joining points of C z in the interior of A > and
g
the traces of Fr\(\J Di\jM) consist only of trace-arcs on E other than
E. If 7 denotes a minimal arc (cf. 2.) on E bounding with an arc ab of
E a minimal domain (cf. 2.), then /(y) is an intersection-arc of a Df
with endpoints f ( ά ) and f ( b ) lying on C, , and the image f(ab) turns
out to be an end-cut. Since clearly there are at least two minimal
domains on Ey our Lemma is thus proved.
10. Let M* be a component of the horizontal or a vertical division
of M. A system 2 of arcs on M* will be said to be tight, (1) if every
non-trivial loop of M* meets at least two members of 2 and (2) if every
end-cut on M* meets at least one member of 2 (see Fig. 13). // 2 is
tight, then it is composed of cross-cuts alone. For if λ contained an endcut ?;, then there could be found an end-cut η of M* running near η
and meeting no member of 2, which is a contradiction. Moreover, if
M* has more than two boundary sections, the condition (1) may be
replaced by (I) 7 : every non-trivial loop meets at least one member of 2.
For if a non-trivial loop λ meets but a single cross-cut 7 of 2, let Cl
and C2 be the sections of M* joined by 7. If C3 is one of the remaining
sections, we may suppose that C3 is separated from C x by λ. Modifying
λ if necessary, we may suppose that λ meets 7 just in a point. Then,
replacing a small arc of λ containing this point by two arcs running
near 7 and joining points of C2 and the endpoints of this small arc, we
get an end-cut of M* which meets no member of 2, contradicting (2).
A closed line or a system of disjoint closed lines on M will be said
to be tight y if it is tight on each component M* of M. In this case
each closed line is in a reduced form, as seen from what we have just
proved.
The following theorem has a character of a lemma but is fundamental in the subsequent arguments. To avoid unnecessary restrictions
as we have applications in view, let us take into consideration not only
knots, but also links. A link will be said to contain a trivial knot, if
one of its components bounds a disk having no points in common with
the rest of the components.
Theorem 5. Let K, be a closed line \_or a system of disjoint closed
lines'} on M. Then if K is tight, i.e. if every non-trivial loop of the horizontal division and of a suitable vertical division of M meets K at least
in two points and if every end-cut of both divisions meets K, at least in a
point, then K is a non-trivial knot \pr contains no trivial knot'] in E\
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Proof. Supposing the contrary let F be a disk spanning K, [its component] : F=f(E), /c=f(E)y where E is a standard disk.
(i) Let 7 be a minimal polygon (cf. 2.), if any, on E, g its interior.
Then /(<y) = Γ is a closed line on M having no point in common with K
and bounds the disk f ( g ) inside or outside M. If we deform Γ to its
reduced form Γ' without meeting K during the deformation, Γ7 bounds
also a disk inside or outside M, and is by Lemma 5 either a loop or has
at least an end-cut. But the latter case is excluded by hypothesis, and
even the first case is excluded if Γ' is non-trivial. Thus Γ' must be
trivial and so the closed intersection-line /(γ) = Γ is also trivial and can
be made to disappear by the known modification. By the repetition of
this process of modifications we can therefore make disappear all closed
intersection-lines of Fr\M.
(ii) Let γ be a minimal arc bounding together with an arc άb of E
a minimal domain g. Then f(<y\jab) bounds a disk f(g) inside or outside
M. If we take points A and B very near f(ά) and f(b) on /(γ), we can
join A and B with an arc running near f(ab) and meeting K at most
once. Then we have a closed line λ isotopic to f(<y\jab) and meeting /c
at most once. Deform λ to its reduced form λ' without meeting K during
the deformation except for one eventual intersection. Then since λ,
and hence λ', bounds a disk inside or outside M at the same time with
f(γ\Jab), λ' cannot meet K by Lemma 5 and by the hypothesis of our
theorem. Hence again as in (i) F can be modified so that the intersection-arc /(γ) disappears. By the repetition of this process we can get
rid also of all intersection-arcs of Fr\M other than K itself. But clearly
K [its component] can by no means bound any disk inside or outside M,
and this completes the proof.
An immediate application of Theorem 5 is a proof of
Theorem 1 (bis)

Torus knot with /, m^2 is non-trivial.

l

Second proof \ Let T be a torus represented by two concentric
circles Cl and C2 as horizontal sections. Let Γ, (/ = !,-•• ,m) be a system
of cross-cuts on the over-surface lying cyclically in this order, where Γ z
joins a point a{ of Cλ to a point 6f of C2 radiusly. Next let Γ^ 0*=1, ••• , wi)
be another system of cross-cuts on the under-surface joining b{ to ai+l
(ap=aq if p = q (mod m)), provided that the orthogonal projections of
Γj (/= 1, ••• ,m) divide each L\ into / equal parts. Then the cross-cuts
1) Cf. Theorem 1. This second proof of the non-triviality of torus knots do not make
any use of the linking number as in the first proof.
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form a closed line, i.e. a knot /c, if (/, m) = 1.
Take two arbitrary meridians as vertical
sections. Then since / and m are supposed
to be 2^2, every non-trivial loop on T has
at least two points in common with κt and
since moreover there can be no end-cut on
Ty K is non-trivial by Theorem 5.
11. There is a convenient way of deciding whether a system of cross-cuts is
tight or not.
Fig. 12.
Supposing the component M* of the
horizontal or a vertical division, i.e. a per2
forated sphere, is given by the domain of the plane E bounded by
Then we have
the sections C19 ••• , Cn, shrink each C z to apoint
corresponding to the system 2 a planar linear graph ψ with vertices
c1y ••• , cnί called the graph of 2. That every non-trivial loop λ of M*
meets at least one member of 2 corresponds in the language of ψ that
^ is connected, and that every end-cut η meets at least one member of
2 corresponds in ψ that there is no
polygon π meeting ψ in a single
vertex and having points of ^
inside as well as outside πy or,
which is the same thing, that ψ
remains connected after the removal of a vertex. When a graph
possesses these properties, we say
it is strongly connected. A strongly
connected graph contains naturally
C
no end vertex nor looped edge.
Then we have :

Theorem 5 (bis).

Lemma 6. A system of crosscuts on a perforated sphere is tight
if and only if its graph is strongly
connected.
If K is a closed line on M, then
the graph of K on a component M*
of M means the graph of the system κr\M*. Then Theorem 5 may
be stated as follows:
Let K be a closed line \_or a system of disjoint
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closed lines'} on M. If the graph of K on every component of the horizontal
division and of a suitable vertical division is strongly connected, then K is
a non-trivial knot [0r contains no trivial knot~\ in E3.
12. The graph of a knot.
The plane is divided by the regular projection of a knot into white
and black regions [7]. Take a point as centre in each black [white]
region and for each crossing point p join the centres of the adjoining
black [white] regions by an arc over p attached with the sign -f or
— according as the knot is positively or negatively twisted over p. The
linear graph γ thus obtained is called the graph with signs or simply the
graph of the knot. To a projection of a knot there are in general two
different graphs dual to each other, one obtained from the black regions
and the other from the white ones.
The graph (with signs) 7 of a knot gives conversely the original
knot uniquely . In general, any connected planar linear graph with signs
gives the projection (the diagram) of a knot or a link in the following
way:
In the interior of each polygonal region of the plane divided by the
graph join the middle points of the edges consecutively with arcs to
make a new polygon in the region. If the region is the interior of a
looped edge or if there is an end vertex, the joining arc is self-returning
and gives a new loop. All the arcs thus constructed make up then a
curve on the plane which is the projection of a knot or a link if each
over and under crossing is suitably chosen in accordance with the sign
of the graph, the middle points of the edges of the graph corresponding
to the crossing points of the knot or the link obtained.
If the projection K, of a knot has a loop, its graph has a looped edge
or an end-vertex. If a graph contains neither looped edge nor end-vertex,
it will be called reduced.
13. The carrier of a knot.
If a knot K. is given, we must first of all construct suitably a closed
surface M in normal position on which K comes to lie, in order to apply
Theorem 5 for the determination of the non-triviality of K. Such a closed
surface is called the carrier of the knot.
Let K be a knot given by its projection, denoted by the same letter
K, on the plane. Calling the arcs into which K is divided by the crossing
points elementary arcs, determine on each elementary arc a point, called
the alternation-point, in the following way : a being an elementary arc
with endpoints a and b, the alternation-point of oί is by definition any
arbitrarily chosen point on tf, if one of the a, b is an over- and the other
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an under-crossing point otherwise no alternation-point is defined on the
elementary arc a.
Next construct in each black (or if one prefer, white) region a polygon,
called the inscribed polygon, passing through all the alternation-points on
the boundary arcs of the region, otherwise lying wholly within it and
containing moreover the centre of the region in its interior if there is
no alternation-point on the boundary of the region, no polygon is naturally
constructed in it.
Now let M be a closed surface in
normal position with the inscribed polygons
above defined as its horizontal sections.
Starting from an over-crossing point of κ>
as lying on the over-surface M0 of M, let
a point move along K in a definite direction
as far as it comes at an alternation-point.
Then it enter the under-surf ace Mu and
remains there so far as it does not come
at the next alternation-point, when it reemerges into the over-surface M0, and so
14
on. Thus K can be considered as a closed
line lying on the surface M. M is then the carrier of K. The arcs of K.
that are defined to be lying on the over-surface M0 are then over-arcs,
and the rest of arcs are under-arcs.
The number of alternation-points on the boundary of the black region
play a part in the following. To compute this let B be a black region
and let ab be an elementary arc on the boundary. There is an
alternation-point defined on ab, if and only if one of the a, b is an
over- and the other an under-crossing point, which, if interpolated in the
language of the graph of /c, is expressed by saying, if and only if the
edges of the graph over a and b have the same sign. Consequently, if
c denotes the centre of B which by the definition is a vertex of the graph
at the same time, and if i is the number of different pairs of consecutive
edges with the same sign emerging from c, then / is precisely the number
of alternation-points on the boundary of B. The number i will be called
the alternation-index of the region or the alternation-index of the vertex
of the graph. It is by the definition of inscribed polygon equal to the
number of alternation-points on the inscribed polygon corresponding to
the region.
If, for example, 4 edges with signs -\
1— emerge from c, there is
no inscribed polygon in the region, the alternation-index being 0, and if
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_j_ _j
the alternation-index is 2, and there are two alternation-points
9
on the inscribed polygon.
.The minimum of alternation-indices for all vertices of a graph will
be called the alternation-index of the graph, or of the knot projection.
It will be now in order to prove the following lemma which is a
part of the proof of the theorem that follows.
Lemma 7. Let a projection of a knot K, have no loop, that is, let the
graph of K be reduced. Then, if the alternation-index of K is different
from 0, K, is tight on every component of a certain vertical division of the
carrier M of K.
Proof. Join in each black region B the crossing points on the
boundary of B with points of the inscribed polygon P, which exists by
hypothesis, by disjoint arcs within B—P. Then for each pair of adjacent
black region the inscribed polygons are seen to be joined by an arc crossing over the intervening crossing point. These joining arcs as projections
construct vertical sections C{, C'2, ••• ,
C'N' of the carrier M of K. Then we
assert that K is tight in each component of this vertical division. For
let W be a white region and let B1,
••• , Bn be a series of black regions
around W in this order, P, denoting
the inscribed polygon of B{ (Pn+1 = P1).
Let ji be the joining arc of Pz and
Pi+1 just defined and let C( be the
vertical section with the projection
7, . Then if M is cut along these
sections, we have a perforated sphere
M* corresponding to W. Since each
Fig. 15.
pair of sections C( and C£+1 are
joined by an elementary arc of W, any non-trivial loop on M* meet at
least two of these arcs and any end-cut of M* meet at least one of them.
Since all such M* exhaust the components of the vertical division, the
proof of the lemma is complete.
14. Over-graph and under-graph.
It now remains to see under what condition the knot is also tight
with respect to the over- and under-surface M0 and Mu of M. But this
is directly supplied by Lemma 6, according to which K is tight on M0
and MU9 if and only if the graph of κr\M0 or κr\Mu is strongly connected
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respectively. Our next question is then, how to draw the graphs of κr\M0
and κr\Mu directly from that of K.
We have explained in 12. how to reconstruct the original knot from
its graph 7. Now let c be a vertex of the graph and let a19 ••• , ap> ap+1
= #! be the edges emerging from c in this order cyclically in the positive
sense. If m^ denotes the middle points of ai9 then the arcs mimi^l(mp^l
= m^) joining m, and mi+1 give the elementary arcs of K bounding together the black region B with centre c. On the arc m z w,+1 is defined the
alternation-point bf if and only if af and ai+1 have the same sign, and
then the inscribed polygon P touches the boundary of B from within at
bi. Consider the following 4 cases.
(1) #,-( + ), <*,+ι( + ), that is, af and ai+1 have both + signs. In this
case wiibi is an over-arc, i.e. belongs to M0, and biini+1 belongs to Mu.

under-arc
Fig. 16.
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(2) <*/( + ), <*/+ι( —). Then the whole m 2 m /+1 belongs to M0.
(3) <*,-( — ), <*, +ι( + ) Then mimM belongs to MM, and there is no
over-arc.
(4) <*,.( — ), <*i+i( —). Then mf 6f belongs to MM, and #/m z+1 to M0.
The above rule applied for all vertices of the graph γ gives the overarcs κr\M0 and the under-arcs κr\Mu of /c.
Now shrink the inscribed polygon P to the centre cy and with it
bring mibi and 6 f mί+1 to coincidence with w, c and cwί+1 respectively.
Leave w, m f+1 unaltered, if no alternation-point b is defined on it. Then
we obtain the required graphs of over-arcs and under-arcs of /c, which we
shall call hereafter the over-graph j0 and under-graph <γu of K or of γ, by
observing the following rule (see Fig. 16).
(1) #,-( + ), tf, +1( + ). Then let cm, belong to M0, and cw,+1 to Mu.
(2) <*,-( + ), tfί+ι( —). Let mfmi+1 belong to M0.
(3) <*,.( — ), Λ ί+1 ( + ). Let m f m ί+1 belong to MM.
(4) Λ, ( —), «f +ι( —). Let αw; belong to M M , and cmi+l to M0.
We shall call mimί+1 a converting arc.
To give more facilities to operate according to the above rule we
note the following procedure (see Fig. 17).
Let <*, a' be any pair of consecutive edges of γ emerging from a
vertex c such that a can be brought to coincidence with a! by turning
around c in the positive sense without meeting other edges of γ. Let
m, nϊ be the middle points of a and ar.
To obtain the over-graph γ0 of K, perform the following operation for
all couples of edges (a, a') of the above type :
(1) <*( + ), tf'(-f), join c and m by a thickened line on α.
(2) If α( + ), tfx(-), join m and m7 by a thickened line (converting
arc).

m
over-graph

7o

under-graph 7«

Fig. 17.
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(3) If <*( — ), #'( + ), draw no line whatever.
(4) If <*( — ), oi'( —), join £ and w' by a thickened line on a'.
Then the thickened lines give as a whole the required over-graph <γσ.
To obtain the under-graph γu perform the following operations:
(1)
(2)
(3)
(4)

If
If
If
If

oί( — )y
a( —),
<*( + ),
#( + ),

a'( —), join c and m by a dotted line on <x
<*'( + )> join m and m' by a dotted line.
<*'(-), draw no dotted line.
«'( + )> join c and m7 by a dotted line on a!.

"

7o

7 = graph of k\
Fig. 18.

If the graph γ of a knot AC has the alternation-index at least 2 and
if the over-graph γ0 and under-graph ju of γ are both strongly connected,
then the knot will be called semi-alternating.
Then the theorem that we obtain finally is
Theorem 6. Any semi-alternating knot is non-trivial.
Proof. From the second condition of the statement follows that 7
has neither end-vertex nor looped edge. Since the alternation-index is
supposed to be >>0, /c is by Lemma 7 tight on every component of a
certain vertical division of the carrier M of K,. From the second condition follows by Lemma 6 that K is tight also on the over- and under-surf ace
of M. The conclusion follows then from Theorem 5.
15. Some specifications of Theorem 6.
Under a graph we shall mean a planar (or rather spherical) connected
linear graph. Under a domain of the graph 7 we shall mean any one of
E2—y. The closure of a domain will sometimes be called a region. Among
the domains of γ we specify the unbounded one, the outer domain, and
denote it by D^. The others are called inner domains. The outer boundary
of γ is then the boundary of the domain £L. An outer edge is an edge
on the outer boundary. A domain of 7 is called regular, if its boundary
is a polygon (i. e. a simple polygon).
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A linkage λ joining points a and b is a graph with alternation-index
at least 2 such that a and b lie on the outer boundary of 7 and that
every cut-vertex, if any, of its over-graph or under-graph cuts it just
into two components, of which one contains a and the other b. A linkage

strong linkage

Fig. 19.

weak linkage

is strong, if, whenever an edge of + or — sign is attached outward to
each of the vertices a and b to make a graph λ*, then its over- and undergraph λ* and λ* are both connected. If λ fails to possess this property,
λ is said to be weak.
A simple linkage (m) of winding m, where m is a positive or a negative
integer different from 0, is a graph consisting of \m\ edges joining two
points a and b, the sign of each edge coinciding with that of m. The
simple linkage (m) is strong if \m\^3, and weak otherwise.
Theorem 7. Let 7 be a reduced graph of alternation-index at least
2 with the over- and under-graph j0 and γu and let a and b be two distinct
vertices of its outer boundary such that (i) every cut-vertex, if any, of 7 (pr
Ίo °r 7u) cuts it just into two components, one containing a and the other
b, (ii) a and b do not belong to the same region of 7 (or γσ or γj other
than (possibly) D^. Then γ w λ is the graph of a ntn-trivial knot or a
link containing no trivial knot, provided that λ is a strong linkage.
Proof. 1) Let aal and aa2 be consecutive edges of the outer boundary
of 7 counted in the positive sense. If aa^Λ-), aa2( — ), then, denoting
m19 m2 the middle points of aal and aa2, the half-edges amλ and am2 are
to be replaced by an arc m1m2 joining ml and m2 outside 7 in the formation of 70. The alternation-index being 2^2, there are at least two edges
of 70 emerging from a. Then the domain of 70 adjacent to mjn2 is cut
by half-edges amί and am2 into three domains, which are all regular and
in particular those two having common points with domains of 7. In
all other cases there are no such bulging domains as that bounded by aml,
am2 and m1m2.
The same is true at the vertex b and also for the linkage λ. If
there is a bulging domain at a or b for j0 as well as for λ 0 , cut it off
by half-edges such as amλ and am2. Then the domains of j0 or λ0 so
modified will be called the modified domains of <γ0 or λ0. These are of
course regular. j0 or λ p itself thus modified will be denoted by y'0 and λ^.
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2) Let aaf2, aa[ be the edges of
the linkage λ counted in the positive
sense, w£, m{ denoting their middle
points. Then aa1 and aa( are consecutive
in the positive sense, and so are aaί
and aa2. Call the domain such as is
bounded by the half-edges am1 and am{
and by an arc m^m( a Δ-domain.
If ##!( + ), aa{( —), then the modified domain of γσ adjacent to amλ is
connected to the modified domain of
λσ adjacent to am{ through the Δdomain bounded by amly am{, m^
Fig. 20.
in the formation of (γwλ) 0 . Similarly if
)> aa2( — ). These two cases may happen at the same time but then
the adjacent domains in question are all distinct. In all other cases no
domains of γ'0 and λ£ are joined together in the formation of (γuλ) 0 .
Now it is impossible that a modified domain of γ'0 is joined to one
or two modified domains at a and at b at the same time for otherwise
there would exist edges aa{ and bbj such that (λw<2# z w#δ y ) 0 is disconnected,
contrary to the hypothesis of strongness of λ. Since by hypothesis a and
b do not belong to the boundary of the same modified domain of γ 0 , we
see therefore that the domain of γ0 arising from the conjunction of
modified domains of γ0 and λ0 at a or b is again regular.
3) A modified domain of γ0 or λσ which is bounded and which is
not augmented by a Δ-domain is unaffected in the formation of (γ^λ)0
and becomes a domain of (γwλ) 0 . Consequently such a domain is regular.
4) Finally consider the modified outer domain D™. By the conjunction of the modified linkage λ'0, DL is divided into two domains, and by
the hypothesis (i) these are easily seen to be regular. But a conjunction
of a Δ-domain at a or b in the formation of (γwλ) 0 in no way prevents
the boundary of each of these domains from remaining a polygon, and
hence the domains in question are proved to be regular.
A similar argument holds also in the formation of (ywλ) M and the
proof of the theorem is complete.
If the linkage is weak, further conditions must be imposed to obtain
the same conclusion as Theorem 7, but we do not go into details further.
Let γ and 7' be the graphs of knots or links. Bring a vertex of 7
with a vertex of γ' together to coincidence, otherwise disjoint, and join
n pairs of disjoint vertices ( a i y a ( ) y where <2Z G 7 and ^67', by disjoint
linkages lying in the outer domain of γwγ'. Then the resulting graph
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as well as knot or link will be called a linked sum of n-th order of 7 and
7' along (aίy.a',). Then by repeated applications of Theorem 7 we have
immediately
Theorem 8. Let γ and 7' be the graphs of semi-alternating knots. Let
aiy a( (/ = !, 2, ••• , n) be n pairs of vertices on the outer boundary 0/7^7',
a{ G γ, a( G γ', such that a{ and aΊ do not belong to the same region of (γ wγOo
and (7 \j 7% 0/fer /A^^ possibly D^. Tfew # linked sum of 7 #wrf 7' with
linkages λ z (/ = !, ••• , n) of end points (a^a't) is non-trivial, provided λ, are
strongly connected.
16. The model of a knot lying on a carrier surface M as described
in this section may be extended to a knotted 2-sphere S2 on a 3-dimensional carrier surface M3 in a 4-space E4 as follows.
By a perforated 2-sphere P we mean a homeomorph in E* of the
closure of a 2-dimensional spherical domain G bounded by a finite number
of disjoint circles. A bounding circle of the perforated 2-sphere P is then
the image of a bounding circle of G. A system Σ of perforated 2-spheres
Pi (ί = l, 2, ••• , p) will make up an S2, if (i) for iΦj Pf and Py are either
disjoint or have just one bounding circle C ίy in common, in which case
Pf and P. are said to be consecutive, (ii) for ίφy P, and Pj can be joined
uniquely by a sequence of consecutive P's of distinct members of Σ, and
(iii) for each Pi and for each bounding circle C of P{ there is just one
Pj of Σ having the bounding circle C( = Cίy) in common with JP f . The
system Σ will then be called an S2-system.
Next let MO, M!, ••• , Λf m be disjoint 2-polyhedra in E3CE4 bounding
a 3-domain D in E3, and let M\ and Mi be 3-surfaces in the upper and
lower half-space E\ and £1 of E4 divided by E3 respectively bounded
by MO, Mj, ••• , Mm, the points of M+(and Ml) and D corresponding oneto-one in the direction orthogonal to E3. Now if Σ is an S2-system of
perforated 2-spheres Pf (t = l, 2, ••-, p) such that (i) the bounding circles
of Pf are circles on some M^'s (ii) each Pf is contained either in M+ or
in Ml, then the S2-system Σ forms a knotted sphere S2 in E4. Examples
of non-trivial knotted 2-sphere S2 of this kind may be obtained by the
use of Artin's method [2].
Problem : Find some sufficient conditions that S2 be non-trivial.
(Received March 1, 1960)
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